SENATE ACTION (QUORUM)

Nominations Reported from Committee:

TO BE A JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT:
Honorable Ana C. Viscomi, J.S.C., of Red Bank.
Honorable James R. Swift, J.S.C., of Millville.
Honorable Robert G. Malestein, J.S.C., of Bridgeton.
Honorable J. Christopher Gibson, J.S.C., of Clermont.
Honorable H. Matthew Curry, J.S.C., of Phillipsburg.

Bills Introduced:

S3270  Pou,N  Stop loss insur.-concerns  REF SCM
S3467  Cunningham,S  Signs and permit req, cert.-concerns  REF STR
S3468  Sweeney,S/Singleton,T  Max. Emp. for People w/Disab. Task Force  REF SLA
S3469  Cunningham,S/Ruiz,M  Bd. dir. appt women-certain corp  REF SCM
S3470  Smith,B  St.-owned prop., Stafford Twp.-auth sale  REF SEN
S3471  Andrzejczak,B  Drugs, counterfeit-enhance penal.  REF SHH
S3472  Andrzejczak,B  Child unattended in mv-estab. penal.  REF SLP
S3473  Andrzejczak,B  Emp. fed.-concerns unemp. comp. benef.  REF SLA
S3474  Scutari,N/Lagana,J.A.  Accidental disab retir allowance-concern  REF SSG
S3475  Turner,S  Ex-offenders-allow corp. bus. tax cred.  REF SCM
S3476  Cruz-Perez,N  Civil svc-cert. pop. w/draw by ordinance  REF SSG
S3477  Cruz-Perez,N  Affidavit,merit-req plaintiff  REF SJU
S3478  Cruz-Perez,N  Complete Count Comm.;$9M  REF SCA
S3479  Kean,T  Annual approp-fin. leg, failure to enact  REF SSG
S3480  Kean,T  Transparency website, gov-pub. finan rev  REF SSG
S3481  Corrado,K  Discrim in the workplace-adopt policy  REF SSG
S3482  Thompson,S  Vacant prop. maintenance-concerns  REF SCA
S3483  Singleton,T/Addiego,D  Emp. less than age 18-prov. tax cred.  REF SLA
S3484  Singleton,T  Long-term care fac.-estab. cert. rights  REF SHH
S3485  Oroho,S  Sch. dist and priv. sch-concerns tuition  REF SED
SR128  Andrzejczak,B/Gopal,V  Sports betting-oppose sports betting reg  REF SSG

Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:

A2601 Sca (1R)  DeAngelo,W/Benson,D+4  U text U driv U pay sticker-driv texting  REP/SCA
A2697  McKeon,J/Pinkin,N+5  Lead svc line inventories-req, certain  REP
AJR87  Murphy,C/Mosquera,G+6  Alice Paul Day-desig. January 11  REP
AJR150  Johnson,G/Conaway,H+2  Hydrogen & Fuel Cell Day-desig October 8  REP
S1683 Sca (1R)  Smith,B/Greenstein,L+1  Solid & haz. waste-concerns regulation  REP/SCA
S1783  Greenstein,L/Gopal,V+2  Lead svc line inventories-req, certain  REP
S2421 Sca (1R)  Smith,B/Bateman,C  Electric veh.-install charging stations  REP/SCA
S2547 Scs (SCS)  Cryan,J  Gun crimes-Atty. General issue reports  REP/SCS
S2811 Sca (1R)  Corrado,K  U text U driv U pay sticker-driv texting  REP/SCA
S2842  Gopal,V/Singleton,T  Shift overlap-req. St. correctional fac.  REP
S3016/3431 Scs (SCS)  Beach,J  Restaurants, w/o liquor lic.-BYOB ads  REP/SCS
S3040  Singleton,T/Greenstein,L  Asbestos-proh. use in bldg. construction  REP
Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading: (cont’d)

S3122 Sca (1R)  Greenstein,L/Cunningham,S  Infant walkers-proh. sale  REP/SCA
S3272 Sca (1R)  Cryan,J/Greenstein,L+3  Blue Alert System-estab.  REP/SCA
SJR60  Singleton,T/Addiego,D  Alice Paul Day-desig. January 11  REP
SR98  Lagana,J.A./Greenstein,L  Naloxone-req. police be equipped  REP

Bills Referred/SBA:

A2601 Sca (1R)  DeAngelo,W/Benson,D+4  U text U driv U pay sticker-driv texting
A2697  McKeon,J/Pinkin,N+5  Lead svc line inventories-req. certain
S1683 Sca (1R)  Smith,B/Greenstein,L+1  Solid & haz. waste-concerns regulation
S1783  Greenstein,L/Gopal,V+2  Lead svc line inventories-req. certain
S2811 Sca (1R)  Corrado,K  U text U driv U pay sticker-driv texting
S2842  Gopal,V/Singleton,T  Shift overlap-req. St. correctional fac.

Bills Combined:

S3431  Greenstein,L  Wine or beer consumption-concerns ads  COMB/W S3016 (SCS)

Bills Recommitted:

S3410  Diegnan,P/Sacco,N+1  Gateway Devel. Comm.-estab.  RCM SBA

Bills Transferred:

S3164  Greenstein,L+1  Transit Emp. prot.. rights-concerns  FROM SLA TO STR
SCR155  Ruiz,M/Pou,N  Immigration & Nationality Act-condemns  FROM SSG TO SCM

Bills Withdrawn From The Files:

S980  Singleton,T  Wage claims against subcontractors-liab.  FROM SLA

Co-Sponsors Added:

S941  (Weinberg,L)  Meningitis, higher ed instlt-immunize
S1783  (Bateman,C)  Lead svc line inventories-req. certain
S2603  (Bateman,C)  Polystyrene products-proh. sale
S3422  (O'Scanlon,D)  Code Blue alert declarations-concerns
SJR94  (Diegnan,P)  Opioid Antidote Admin. Comm-estab. temp.
SJR115  (Thompson,S)  Pharmacogenomics Comm.-estab.

Co-Prime Sponsors Added:

S1289  (Singleton,T)  Vet. coordinators-concerns
S2288  (Bateman,C)  Neonicotinoid pesticides-restrict use

Note to the 10/18/2018 Digest:

Bills Introduced/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

SJR101  Gopal,V  Peter Francisco Day, NJ-Desig March 15  INT 1RS SWR 2RS *NOT* REF SSG

Note to the 2/7/2019 Digest:

Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:

S1072 Sca (1R)  Scutari,N/Codey,R  Aid in Dying-Terminally Ill Act.  REP/SCA *NOT* REF SBA

The Senate adjourned at 5:25 P.M. to meet again on Thursday, February 21, 2019 (SESSION).
ASSEMBLY ACTION (QUORUM)

Bills Introduced:

A5032 Conaway,H 9-1 calls-reduces fee REF ALP
A5033 Pinkin,N/Mukherji,R Env. reg.-prev. backsliding REF AEN
A5034 Pinkin,N St.-owned prop., Stafford Twp.-auth sale REF AEN
A5035 Pinkin,N/Karabinchak,R Election off., fed off-election security REF ASL
A5036 Pinkin,N/Karabinchak,R Election equipment-store in secured fac. REF ASL
A5037 Pintor Marin,E/Spaight,S Drugs, counterfeit-enhance penal. REF ALP
A5038 Vainieri Huttle,V Statewide Rapid Response Emerg. Group REF AHS
A5039 Vainieri Huttle,V Native Amer. Burial Ground Preserv REF AHS
A5040 Carter,L/Vainieri Huttle,V Rocky's Law-notify, animal's behavioral REF AAN
A5041 Reynolds-Jackson,V/Wimberly,B+2 Hotel, multi dwelling inspections-req. REF AHO
A5042 Wirths,H/Space,P Emissions-proh. multi-st. participation REF AEN
A5043 Jasey,M/Wirths,H Real estate devel.-clarify assessment. pymt REF AHO
A5044 Jasey,M/McKnight,A Child care ctr, lic-tuition rate changes REF AWC
A5045 Murphy,C Parole revocation-concerns REF ALP
A5046 Murphy,C Common Interest Community Task Force REF AHO
A5047 Murphy,C Law Enforcement Addiction Intervention REF ALP
A5048 Murphy,C Person on drugs-concerns police transp. REF ALP
A5049 Murphy,C/Vainieri Huttle,V Devel. disab. higly acute-staff req. REF AHU
A5050 Murphy,C/Vainieri Huttle,V Nurses, advanced practice-tuition reimb. REF AHI
A5051 Murphy,C/Vainieri Huttle,V CDS and prescrip. monitoring-concerns REF AHE
A5052 Milam,M/Land,R Emp. fed.-concerns unemp. comp. bene. REF ALA
A5053 Land,R/Mazzeo,V+1 Seasonal emp.-concerns minimum wage pymt REF ALA
A5054 Milam,M/Land,R Mun. court judges-shortens term REF AJU
A5055 Lopez,Y Consumer reporting agencies-concerns REF AFI
A5056 Jones,P/Vainieri Huttle,V Complete Count Comm.-$9M REF ABR
A5057 Benson,D/Murphy,C Diapers, med. necessary-insur. coverage REF AFI
A5058 Verrelli,A Vacant, abandoned prop.-req. securing REF AHO
A5059 Verrelli,A/Vainieri Huttle,V Drug overdose fatality review team-estab REF AHE
A5060 Verrelli,A Expungement-concerns REF AJU
A5061 Verrelli,A/Reynolds-Jackson,V Driv. lic. suspensions, cert.-concerns REF AJU
A5062 Freeman,R/Burzichelli,J Corp. bus. tax-concerns REF ACE
A5063 Downey,J/Vainieri Huttle,V Medicaid, NJ Family-Care-concerns elig. REF AHU
A5064 Downey,J/Houghtaling,E Medicaid recipient's estate-liens REF AHU
A5065 Speight,S/McKnight,A+1 Postpartum-one cost-free home visit REF AHE
A5066 Jones,P/Vainieri Huttle,V+1 Child care svc.-perm. cert. prop. use REF AWC
A5068 Freeman,R/Swain,L Small bus, prov sick leave-bus tax cred REF ACE
A5069 DeCroce,B/Vainieri Huttle,V Driv. exam-include cert. questions REF ATR
A5070 Speight,S Parking taxes-cert. mun. impose REF ATR
A5071 Schepisi,H Approp law, general concerns minimum wage pymt REF AFI
A5072 DeCroce,B/Vainieri Huttle,V Rev. fds., surplus-create REF ABE
A5073 Milam,M/Land,R Immig. & Nationality Act-condemns REF AHS
A5074 Verrelli,A/Reynolds-Jackson,V St. Commission on Urban Violence-estab. REF ALP
A5075 Lampitt,P Progressive Multiple Sclerosis Day-design REF AHE
AR227 Peterson,E Finan. literary instr. curriculum-incorp REF AED

Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:

A654 Jasey,M/DeCroce,B+16 Full-day kindergarten-estab. task force REF AHE
A1094 Acs (ACS) Downey,J/Lampitt,P+7 Salary hist.-proh. emp. from releasing REF ACS
A1095 Downey,J/Chaparro,A Civics course-high sch. graduation req. REF AEP
A1506 Burzichelli,J/Lampitt,P Restaurants, w/o liquor lic.-BYOB ads REF AEP
A1739 Aca (1R) Quijano,A/Benson,D Drones equip w/weap-on-4th degree crime REF ACA
A2407 Aca (1R) Wimberly,B/Mukherji,R St. Emp., Training Comm.-changes comp. REF ACA
A2880 Aca (1R) McKeon,J Drones-contain geo-fencing tech. REF ACA
A2881 Aca (1R) McKeon,J Drones-FAA safety guidelines REF ACA
A3147 Lampitt,P Title IX-concerns compliance REF AEP
A3291 Taliaferro,A Winery lic.-concerns REF AEP
A3383 Aca (1R) Mosquera,G/Lampitt,P+2 Baby-changing station-install, restrooms REF ACA
A3395 Aca (1R) McCookin,G/Dancer,R+22 Pub. sch. dist.-subcontract agreements REF ACA
A3408 Aca (1R) Armato,J/Lampitt,P+11 Suicide prev-sch personnel training prog REF ACA
A3413 Johnson,G Wage info-emp. req. disclose REF AEP
A3575 Murphy,C/Lopez,Y+2 Emp discrimination-proh. use, cred report REF AEP
A3642 Andrzejczak,B/Freiman,R+1 Winery salesrooms-makes changes REF AEP
A3644 Andrzejczak,B/Freiman,R+1 Agric-related events on farmland-permits REF AEP
A3664 Caputo,R/Jasey,M+33 Non-teaching staff-concerns arbitration REF AEP
A4039 Aca (1R) Zwicker,A/Vainieri Huttle,V Wine making fac.-concerns instr. REF ACA
A4095 Houghtaling,E/Downey,J Peddler's lic.-concerns vts. REF AEP
A4145 Jasey,M/McKeon,J Non resid emerg mgmt-permits appointment REF AEP
Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading: (cont’d)

A4509 Aca (1R) Pintor Marin,E/McKnight,A Mun council aides-concerns REP/ACA
A4550 Aca (1R) Murphy,C/Andrzejczak,B Mill Advisory Bd.-estab. REP/ACA
A4625 Mosquera,G Family day care prov.-crim. hist. check REP
A4660 Aca (1R) Houghtaling,E Distillery lic., farm-establish. REP/ACA
A4709 Pintor Marin,E/Mosquera,G Marriage lic. application-changes REP
A4745 Aca (1R) Greenwald,L/Lampitt,P Trail signage prog., alco. manuf.-estab. REP/ACA
A4817 Verrelli,A/Reynolds-Jackson,V+2 Promote local hiring-auth. cert. fd. REP
A4854 Mosquera,G/Andrzejczak,B Cybersecurity-devel. awareness materials REP
A4885 Aca (1R) McKeon,J/Benson,D+1 NJT bd-clarifies role, non-voting memb. REP/ACA
A4897 Aca (1R) Lopez,Y/Benson,D+1 20 yr ferry boat loc pub contract-permit REP/ACA
A4905 Mukherji,R/Benson,D Paperless st govt creates task force REP
A4918 Murphy,C One-stop event planning contact-design. REP
A4957 Aca (1R) Lampitt,P High sch. graduation-concerns St. req. REP/ACA
A4958 Lopez,Y/Benson,D RR crossings-remove obstructive veg. REP
A4971 Freiman,R/Benson,D E-ZPass-electronic toll notification REP
A4974 Zwicker,A GPS-concerns cert. mobile device apps. REP
A4975 Carter,L/Calabrese,C+1 Security breaches-concerns disclosure REP
A4976 Holley,J/Vainieri Huttle,V Cybersecurity aware./data prot.-concerns REP
A4978 Aca (1R) Timberlake,B/Zwicker,A Ed. svc. online-disclose student records REP/ACA
A5067 Coughlin,C/Benson,D+2 Gateway Devel. Comm.-estab. REP
A5070 Speight,S Parking taxes-cert. mun. impose REP
ACR117 Pinkin,N/Vainieri Huttle,V+2 Plastics recycling marketplace-estab. REP
ACR118 Pinkin,N/Kennedy,J Pollution-govt. fd. clean-up plastic REP
AJR40 Aca (1R) Dancer,R/Andrzejczak,B+4 NJ Agric. Day-desig. first day of Spring REP/ACA
AJR118 McKnight,A Finan. Literacy Mo.-desig. April REP
AJR130 Lopez,Y/Vainieri Huttle,V Endometriosis Awareness Mo-desig. March REP
AJR157 Pintor Marin,E/Houghtaling,E Peter Francisco Day, NJ-Desig March 15 REP
AJR183 Tucker,C/Vainieri Huttle,V+2 Women Vet Appreciation Day-desig June 12 REP
AR103 McKoen,J Aerial unmanned veh-expand restrictions REP
AR146 Quijano,A/Eustace,T Children, cert., LGBTQ parents-US cit. REP
AR210 Chiaravalloti,N/Jasey,M Trump admin transgender policy-concerns REP
S368 Rice,R/Turner,S+2 Promote local hiring-auth. cert. fd. REP
S545 Gill,N/Turner,S+2 Emp discrimination-proh use, cred report REP
S1014 Sca (1R) Rice,R St. Emp., Training Comm.-changes comp. REP
S1791 Weinberg,L Wage info-emp. req. disclose REP
S2944 Sca (2R) Ruiz,M Mun council aides-concerns REP/ACA
S3043 Sca (1R) Oroho,S+1 Family day care prov.-crim. hist. check REP
SCR115 Greenstein,L/Bateman,C+1 Pollution-govt. fd. clean-up plastic REP
SCR137 Smith,B/Sarlo,P+5 Plastics recycling marketplace-estab. REP

Bills Reported Referred/AAP:

A259 Kean,S/McKnight,A+43 Accidental disab. benf.-concerns elig. REP REF AAP
A1273 Aca (1R) Tucker,C/Chiaravalloti,N Constables-training req. REP/ACA REP AAP
A3935/4018 Acs (ACS) DeAngelo,W/Mukherji,R+3 Civil svc. preference-prov. to vets. REP/ACS REF AAP
A4286 Aca (1R) Lopez,Y/Vainieri Huttle,V Child care ctrs-undergo drug testing REP/ACA REP AAP
A4310 Aca (1R) Lopez,Y/McKnight,A+15 Eye exam-req. children entering pub. sch REP/ACA REP AAP
A4427 Jasey,M/Reynolds-Jackson,V Sr cit svc-concern descrim prev training REP/ACA REP AAP
A4732 Greenwald,L Wine Promotion Acct.-incr. rev. REP REF AAP
A4826 Mazzeo,V Prop. Tax Assessment Study Comm.-estab. REP REF AAP
A4870 Jasey,M/Zwicker,A St. forms-req. modernization REP REF AAP
A4902 Mukherji,R/Zwicker,A Internet websites, commercial-concerns REP REF AAP
A4921 Reynolds-Jackson,V/Sumter,S+2 MV surcharges-elim. cert. REP REF AAP
A5034 Pinkin,N St.-owned prop., Stafford Twp.-auth sale REP REF AAP
S2804 Sca (1R) Ruiz,M/Turner,S+3 Eye exam-req. children entering pub. sch REP REF AAP

Bills Combined:

A4018 Armato,J/Andrzejczak,B+2 Vet., peacetime-civil svc. preference COMB/W A3935 (ACS)

Bills Transferred:

A4997 Lopez,Y/Mazzeo,V Mortgage Servicers Lic. Act FROM AFI TO AHO
A4998 Wimberly,B/Jones,P Resid. Mortgage Lending Act-clarifies FROM AFI TO AHO
A4999 Spearman,W/Speight,S Resid. mortgage foreclosures-concerns FROM AFI TO AHO
A5000 Mosquera,G/Reynolds-Jackson,V Resid. prop. under foreclosure-concerns FROM AFI TO AHO
A5001 Verrelli,A/Mukherji,R Resid mortgage foreclosures-revise FROM AFI TO AHO
Bills Withdrawn From The Files:

A2268  Murphy,C  Wage claims against subcontractors-liab.  FROM ALA

Co-Sponsors Added:

A259  (Karabinchak,R)  Accidental disab. benf.-concerns elig.
A312  ACA (1R) (DePhillips,C)  Palliative care svcs.-prov. info.
A365  (Timberlake,B)  Maternity law, 48 hr.-notify insured
A654  (Karabinchak,R)  Full-day kindergarten-estab. task force
A664  ACA (1R) (Wimberly,B)  Foreclosure Mediation Act
A1183  (Land,R; Milam,M)  Main St. Assist. Prog-estab. bus. devel.
A1708  ACA (1R) (Karabinchak,R)  PANYNJ Transparency Acct. Act
A1728  ACA (1R) (McKnight,A)  Maria's Law-suspend home-health aides
A2938  (Speight,S)  Landlord-tenant crt record-confidential
A3101  (Speight,S; Milam,M)  Arts and tourism-incre. hotel fee rev.
A3329  ACA (1R) (Meja,P)  We Support the Arts-auth lic. plate
A3395  ACA (1R) (Zwicker,A; Milam,M)  Pub. sch. dist.-subcontract agreements
A3575  (McKeon,J)  Emp discrimination-proh use, cred report
A3713  (Peterson,E)  Empower the Principal Act
A3891  (Calabrese,C)  Non-teaching staff-concerns arbitration
A4310  ACA (1R) (DiMaso,S)  Eye exam-req children entering pub. sch
A4517  (McKnight,A)  Eviiction Crisis Task Force-estab.
A4594  (DiMaio,J)  Brewery lic.-auth. cert. activities
A4656  (Benson,D)  Apprenticeships-estab. task force
A4689  (Jones,P)  Transit Emp. prot., rights-concerns
A4710  (DePhillips,C)  Strengthening Gifted and Talented Ed Act
A4726  (Vainieri Huttle,V) Bd. dir. appt women-certain corp
A4819  (Murphy,C)  Plug-in electric veh. charging sys-estab.
A4829  (Benson,D)  Apprenticeship mentoring prog cert-estab
A4855  (EDA memb.-concerns small bus. community
A4859  (Chaparro,A)  Mun. parking taxes-auth. surcharges
A4864  (Johnson,G)  Child care svc.-permit sch. prop. use
A4866  (Murphy,C)  Opioid antidote emerg. admin.-concerns
A4883  ACA (1R) (Timberlake,B) Opioid addiction risk-req hosp warn
A4897  ACA (1R) (Karabinchak,R)  20 yr ferry boat loc pub contract-permit
A4915  (McKnight,A)  Health insur.-prov. list of alter drugs
A4926  (Murphy,C)  Preg. inmates, edu. svc-req
A4928  (Murphy,C)  STEM Scholars Grant Pilot Prog.-estab.
A4929  ACA (1R) (Reynolds-Jackson,V)  Polling place locations-concerns
A4937  (Murphy,C)  Maternal mental health-concerns
A4940  (Chaparro,A)  Perinatal health training-concerns
A4993  (Downey,J)  Perinatal Risk Assess. form-concerns
A5005  (Mazzeo,V)  Foreclosure sales-concerns
A5008  (Mazzeo,V)  Postpartum-one cost-free home visit
A5041  (Speight,S)  Hotel, multi dwelling inspections-req.
A5065  (Reynolds-Jackson,V) Postpartum-one cost-free home visit
A5066  (Murphy,C)  Child care svc.-permit sch. prop. use
A5067  (Karabinchak,R)  Gateway Devel. Comm.-estab.
A5071  (Kean,S)  People's Republic of China-condemns
ACR72  (Kean,S)  Natural resources-concerns
ACR85  (Holley,J)  Obesity Care Wk.-desig. 2nd wk. of Oct.
AR115  (Kean,S)  Organ harvesting-denounces

Co-Sponsors Withdrawn:

A4352  (Milam,M)  Sch. dist. emp.-concerns health benf.

Second Prime Sponsors Added:

A1510  (Murphy,C)  Organ donations-gross income tax deduction.
A3416  (Murphy,C)  Vol. first aid squad-warning lights use
A4063  (Benson,D)  Jt. Apprenticeship Incentive Grant Prog.
A4221  (Zwicker,A)  Public's rights-prot, pub trust doctrine
A4427  (Reynolds-Jackson,V) Sr cit svc-concern discr prev training
A4502  (Chaparro,A)  Co Tenant legal Asst Prog-estab
Second Prime Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

A4587   (Reynolds-Jackson,V)    Pub. off.-estab. database w/cert. info.
A4689   (Lopez,Y)    Transit Emp. prot., rights-concerns
A4861   (Murphy,C)    Pub. sch. security off-permits body vest
A4876   (Timberlake,B)    Co. welfare agencies-req screening
A4897 Aca (1R)   (Benson,D)    20 yr ferry boat loc pub contract-permit
A5015   (Johnson,G)    Native plants-concerns benefits
A5016   (Johnson,G)    Native Seed Comm.-estab.
ACR206 (Murphy,C)    Disab. vet.-receive benf.

Third Prime Sponsors Added:

A297   (Chaparro,A)    Tenant, deceased-landlord remove prop
A676   (Mukherji,R)    Drinking water-higher. ed. req. test
A2400   (Calabrese,C)    Pub util. infra. proj.-concerns
A2937   (Speight,S)    Evictions, resid. rental prop.-defense
A3726   (Galabrese,C)    Food waste recycling-concerns
A3873   (Benson,D)    Reg. Apprenticeship Prog., St. Agencies
A4124   (Murphy,C)    Veterinary fac.-annual inspection req.
A4509 Aca (1R)   (Chiaravalloti,N)    Mun council aides-concerns
A4612   (Giblin,T)    Land surveyor lic.-St.-specific exam req
A4667   (Benson,D)    NJ PLACE prog.-concerns
A4861   (Murphy,C)    Transit Emp. prot., rights-concerns
A4867   (Calabrese,C)    Food waste recycling-concerns
A4891   (Downey,J)    Sch. bus-unlawfully passing, enforce law
A4902   (Timberlake,B)    Internet websites, commercial-concerns
A4905   (Karabinchak,R) Paperless st govt creates task force
A4922   (Murphy,C)    DOC Division of Women’s Services-estab.
A4927   (Murphy,C)    Sexual assault-victim’s right to appeal
A4958   (DeCroce,B) RR crossings-remove obstructive veg.
A4981   (Downey,J)    Parent, guardian terms-req. on st. forms
A4987   (Schaefer,G) Guaranteed asset prot. waivers-refund
A5002   (Wimberly,B) Liens filed for unpaid assess.-concerns
A5003   (Wimberly,B) Resid. mortgage foreclosure-concerns
A5005   (Wimberly,B) Foreclosure sales-concerns
A5019   (Wimberly,B) Foreclosed prop.-revise sale procedures
A5031   (Timberlake,B) Hosp. emerg. departments-concerns
A5035   (Vainieri Huttle,V)    Election off., fed off-election security
A5036   (Vainieri Huttle,V) Election equipment-store in secured fac.
A5037   (Vainieri Huttle,V) Drugs, counterfeit-enhance penal.
A5056   (Jasey,M) Complete Count Comm.-$9M
A5063   (Houghtaling,E) Medicaid, NJ FamilyCare-concerns elig.
A5064   (Vainieri Huttle,V) Medicaid recipient’s estate-liens
A5065   (Vainieri Huttle,V) Postpartum-one cost-free home visit
A5066   (Lampitt,P) Child care svc.-permit sch. prop. use
A5067   (Vainieri Huttle,V) Gateway Devel. Comm.-estab.
A5068   (Vainieri Huttle,V) Small bus, prov sick leave-bus tax cred
ACR212 (Chiaravalloti,N) Children, adverse experiences-Gov reduce
AJR187   (Downey,J) Paraprof Sch Related Personnel Day-desig
AR107 Aca (1R)   (Houghtaling,E) Nat. gas pipeline-upgrade importance
AR224   (Houghtaling,E) Promote gleaning-urges Dept Agriculture

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added:

A3946   (Milam,M) Disabled-pub restroom fac, equip w/signs

The Assembly Speaker has made the following committee assignments:

*Effective February 13, 2019

Law and Public Safety (ALP):

Assemblywoman Linda S. Carter (22) (Vice-Chair)
The Assembly Speaker has made the following committee assignments: (cont’d)

*Effective February 13, 2019

**Agriculture and Natural Resources (AAN):**
Assemblyman Adam J. Taliaferro (3) (Vice-Chair)

**Note to the 9/17/2018 Digest:**

**Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:**

A4314  Coughlin,C  Pub. work proj.-concerns labor org.  REP 2RA  *NOT*  REP REF AAP

**Note to the 2/7/2019 Digest:**

**Bills Reported Referred/AAP:**

A1746 Aca (1R)  Quijano,A/Chaparro,A+1  Security Deposit Asst Pilot Prog-estab  REP/ACA REF AAP  *NOT*  REP/ACA

The Assembly adjourned at 5:47 P.M. to meet again on Monday, February 25, 2019 (SESSION).

**Bills Passed Both Houses/Sent To Governor:**

None

**Bills Signed Into Law Since Last Session (2/7/2019):**

P.L.2019, c.36.  S2992 ScaAca (2R)  Gopal,V/Sarlo,P+8  2/14/2019  Horse racing purse subsidies-concerns